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“Don’t Panic… 

Buyers Are Coming” 
 

 

The Last Minute…Final Details! 
 

438. Clear away any litter from in front of your house 

439. Make sure all outside bikes, toys and gardening implements are in their proper places 

440. Remove any pet debris 

441. Garage is empty of vehicles and garage door is shut 

442. (Winter) Snow and ice removed from sidewalks 

443. Trashcans are not causing the garage to smell (if trash in cans, place on side of home out of site) 

444. Garage floor is swept 

445. Turn on all exterior lights for evening showings 

446. All lights on inside and in the basement for all showings 

447. Put unused wood in the fireplace (as if ready to start a fire) 

448. No lingering odors in the house 

449. Start coffee brewing in the kitchen 

450. Turn on soft music in the living room 

451. There is an unobstructed path throughout the house 

452. Open all interior doors 

453. Open the curtains and roll up any blinds 

454. The house is at a comfortable temperature 

455. Vacuum and dust (if time) – carpet lines are GOOD! 

456. Close TV cabinet doors in the Living Room 

457. Remove any glasses and plates of food from rooms 

458. Put away any clutter in hallways or on staircases 

459. Make sure there is space in entry closet to hang coats 

460. Remove any dead flowers from floral arrangements 

461. If china buffet has interior lights, turn them on 

462. If kitchen cabinets have under or above cabinet lighting, turn those on 
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463. Make sure kitchen appliances are spotless 

464. Take out any kitchen garbage 

465. Check that the pet “eating ares” is clean 

466. Clear the countertops 

467. Put out new dish towels and tea towels (and placemats on the kitchen table) 

468. Clear all dirty dishes into dishwasher (run dishwasher, unless its noisy & will distract the buyers) 

469. Personal items are hidden from view in the bathrooms 

470. Put out new bathroom towels 

471. Tubs and sinks are clean 

472. Shower curtains are pulled back (open) 

473. Toilet seats are down 

474. Clothing is put away 

475. Personal items are put away off the bedroom dressers 

476. Toys are picked up in children’s bedrooms 

477. Turn off any televisions 

478. Turn off any radios (unless leaving soft music playing for showing) 

479. Turn off dishwasher (unless runs very quietly and they will barely notice its running) 

480. Turn off washing machine (unless runs very quietly) 

481. If garage is unattached, leave garage door opener on counter (or key for garage, clearly noted) 

482. If sheds or storage in yard have locks on them, leave a key clearly noted so they can peek inside. 

483. If there are any “tricks” to opening doors, locks, closets, cabinets etc, and you haven’t had the time to fix the 
problems, make sure to leave a note so they are not fumbling around trying to open certain things (this will 
make their experience as seamless as possible) 

484. And finally, wipe out all sinks w/towel so there is no water standing, they will show much better! 

485. Don’t leave doors unlocked unless it’s an arrangement you have made, Realtors will be forced to open the lock 
box to get the key and that is the system we use for tracking who goes in & when. 

 

Finishing Touches – Staging – Icing on the cake! 
 

486. Bake cookies or bread right before a showing. (As an added gesture, place the fresh cookies on a plate in the 
 kitchen for buyers- add a little note telling them to help themselves) 

487. Set out a bowl of iced drinks (water bottles, pop, juices etc.) Most likely buyers are looking at multiple homes 
 and would appreciate the gesture of kindness (even if they don’t take any, they’ve been impressed). 

488. Turn TV on a music channel playing soft music for ambiance (low volume). 

489. Lay out a dish of candy or suckers with a small note (this helps with bored children) 

490. Set out a fresh floral arrangement in kitchen, in foyer or on patio table outside to portray a feeling of warmth in 
 the home. 
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Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Finishing Touches” are now in place… 

Don’t forget the pets! 

Don’t forget the children! 

Now Relax…  

Go somewhere and have fun!! 
(Keep in mind… the longer the showing, the better) 


